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We denote by IX n. m and f3n.m' n?i'm+2, m?i'O, the magnitudes

II
pUJ lipmin max

PI.') O';,';m n(n-I) .. ·(n-s+l) p

extended over all the monic polynomials of degree n, where 1I'lI p =(f'_, I·/Pdx)'/p,
for p = 1, 2, respectively. For p = 1 we give an asymptotically exact estimate of the
values of IX n• m for m = o(~) and we point out the polynomials which attain this
estimate; for p = 2 we obtain

with 1/2 < IX n _ m < IX n < 3/2. .c 1993 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

A. O. Guelfond considered in [1] the numbers (J n. m' n ~ m + 2, m ~ 0,

(In m = min max max
• P{x)EHn O~s:S:;;m - 1 ~x~ 1 n(n-l) .. ·(n-s+l)'

(I)

where F!n denotes the class of monic polynomials of degree n and real
coefficients.

As Guelfond pointed out, the problem of finding the monic polynomials
of degree n for which the minimum (1) is attained in the same way as the
calculation of the value of (J n. m is a natural generalization of the well
known problem first considered and solved by Chebyshev on the monic
polynomials of least supremum norm.

We shall consider the same problem for other methods of approxi
mation, least first power approximation and least-squares approximation.
The results are proved by using techniques of A. O. Guelfond adapted to
the situation at hand.

* Supported by the University of the Basque Country.
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EXTREMAL PROPERTIES

2. LEAST FrRST POWERS

We consider the numbers IXn, m' n ~ m + 2, m ~ 0,

, IIP(S)III
IXn m = mln max ,

, P(x)EHnO';;;s';;;m n(n-l)· .. (n-s+l)

where 11·111 =r I·' dx.
-I
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(2)

We are interested in finding the monic polynomials P(x) of degree n that
get this minimum and the value of it. If m = 0 it is known that IX n. O = 2 1

- n

and P(x) = Un(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind
normalized so that its leading coefficient is 1.

We set the polynomials

n(n - 1)
Un.k(x)= Un,k-I(X)- 4(n-k+ l)(n-k) Un- 2• k - I (X),

-2- n sin(n+l)8
Un o(x) - . 8 '. S10

1~k~n -2k

(x=cos8), n~O

(3 )

We note that Un.O(x) is the polynomial Un(x) and Un,k(X) E Fin.

LEMMA I. The inequality

IIUn,klll ~2-n+k+ltldn),

where

1~k~n-2k,

1 ( n(n - 1) )
tlk(n)="2 tlk-I(n)+ (n-k+ l)(n-k) tlk_l(n-2) ,

holds true.

Proof Since IIUn.oII1=2-n+l, for k=l, this statement follows from
(3). For k = k can be easily proved by induction for k,

LEMMA 2. The estimate

holds true.

1~k~n-2k, (4 )
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Proof Since

. k - I ( (n - 2v)(n - 2v - 1) )
Ilk(n ) ~ 2 - k Tl I + --'----'---'-----~

,=0 (n-k-v+l)(n-k-v)

:<2-k(l+ n(n-l) )k
'" (n-k+l)(n-k) ,

(4) follows.

LEMMA 3. The identity

lsi _ n! )
V".k(X)- (n-s)l V,,_s.k_s(X,

holds true.

Proof Since

1 {Sin(n + I)()v, ( )= 2 -" + , -
" 1 X 2' (). ~n

sin(n - 1)8)'
sin 8

(5)

= 2 -" + '(cos(n arc cos x»)'

= nV" 1. o( x ),

we have V;'.k(x)=nV,,_1.k'(x), as we may readily establish by mathe
matical induction for k, whence there ensues (5).

Remark. We have

'I Vle
l

) IImax /I.k :<2- Il + k + 1e()(k2
/Il)

0<; s,;;k I n(n - I) ... (n - s + I) ,""" ,
1 ~ k ~ n - 2k, (6)

in view of Lemmas 3, 1, and 2, and Ilk _ sen - s) ~ Ilk(n).

THEOREM I. If (X/I.m' n~m+2, m~O, are the quantities (2), then the
inequalities

(7)

hold true.

Proof If we consider a polynomial P,,(x) such that p~,ml(x)/

(n··· (n - m + 1») is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind of
degree n - m and leading coefficient I, the first inequality holds for all
n~m+2, m~O.
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With respect to the second inequality of (7), if m = 0, it is trivial; if
I ~ m ~ n - 2m, by (6); and if n - 2m ~ m ~ n - 2, it suffices to consider the
polynomial P,,(x) = x".

Thus we come to

COROLLARY 1. The polynomials Un. m(X) for m =o(~) give us
asymptotically the solution for the above problem (2).

On the other hand, let Vk_I(X) be a polynomial belonging to H k 1 (set
of all polynomials whose degree not exceed the number k - 1 with real
coefficients) which minimize the expression

I1n k= min IIUn.k-PII I·
. PIX)Efh __ ,

THEOREM 2. Among all the polynomials of degree n with the principal
coefficient one, Rn. Ax) is the unique polynomial which satisfies the inequality

. ( (n-k)!l1nk Ik))
mm max IIPII I, '2- n +k;1 liP -III

PiXlER. n.

1~k ~n-2k.

Proof If the polynomial P(x) satisfies (8), it satisfies

IIPlk111 1 ~2 ,,+k+1
n(n - 1) ... (n - k + 1)

(8 )

(9)

From (9) it follows that Un- k, o(x) = plk I(X )/(n(n - 1) ... (n - k + I»), and
with the aid of (5) we derive from it Plkl(X) = Un(x) and hence P(x) =
Rn,Ax) + Q(x), degree of Q(x) ~ k - 1. On the other hand, we know that
Vk _ I (x) is unique, and therefore Q(x) = 0.

3. LEAST SQUARES

We consider the numbers f3n. m' n ~ m + 2, m ~°
. II pis' 1

12
f3n m= mIn max ' ,

, p(x)EH.O~s~m n(n-l) ... (n-s+l)12

640i74i1-J

( 10)
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Again we are interested in the value of p", m and in the polynomials that
reach such a value. For the case m = 0 it is known that

_ n! d"(x 2 -1)"
P(x) = X,,(x) = (2n)! dx"

is the Legendre polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient I and

22"+1 (n!)4
R . 2 -- 2n + 21: n,

P".o=2n+ I ((2n)!)2

where for integral n, 1/2 <'Y." < 3/2 and is defined by the last equality
[3, p.72].

We set the polynomials

n!

n~O

(II)

X".k(X)=X".k I(X)- (2n-2k+ 1)(2n-2k-l)

I ~k ~n- 2k.

We observe that X" o(x) is the polynomial X,,(x) and X" k(X) E fi".. .

LEMMA 4. The inequality

I ~k~n-2k,

where

holds true.

Proof We know that the Legendre polynomials X",o(X), n = 0, I, ... are
orthogonal with respect to the weight function p(x) = 1 on [- 1, 1], and
since 'Y." < Ct." + 1 we can obtain from (11)
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Let it be correct for a value k - 1, but no longer so for k. Note that
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where we have used the inequality (a+b)2:(2(a2+b2).
Hence

where

LEMMA 5. The estimate

1 :( k :( n - 2k, (12)

holds true.

Proof Since

k-I ( (n-2v)2 (n-2v-l)2 )
'k(n):( }!o 1+ (n-k-v+ 1/2)2 (n-k-v-l/2)2

(
n2(n-1)2 )k

:( 1+(n-k+l/2)2(n-k-l/2)2 '

(12) follows.

LEMMA 6. The identity

n'
X,(,")k(X) = . XII s.k .. '(X),

. (n-s)!
(/3 )

holds true.

Proof Since

X' n! (' P' (n-l)!
n. I(X) = (2n _ I)!! Pn(x) - II 2(X» = n (2n _ 3) !! PII ,(x)

= nXn . I. o(x),

we have X~.k(x)=nXn lk I(X), as we may readily establish by
mathematical induction for k whence there ensues (/3).
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Remark. Now by Lemmas 6, 4, and 5 we can obtain the inequality

II

X (.1') 11

2
max n, k

O""",k n(n-l),,'(n-s+l) 2

1~k~n-2k. (14)

THEOREM 3, If f3 n, m' n ~ m + 2, m ~ 0, are the numbers (10), then the
inequalities

(15 )

hold true.

Proof For every value of nand m if we consider a polynomial P(x)
such that prm)(x )j(n(n - 1) ... (n - m + 1)) is the Legendre polynomial
X n _ m, DC') then the first inequality follows. The proof of the second
inequality is similar to the second one of Theorem 1.

As before let Wk_I(X) be the unique polynomial belonging to H k_ 1
which minimize the expression

r n , k = mm II X". k - PII~,
P(X)EHk_1

THEOREM 4. Among all the polynomials of degree n with the principal
coefficient one, Sn. dx) is the unique polynomiall','hich satisfies the inequality

. (? (n-k)! r n k (k) 2)
mm_ max 11P11 l , r 2 2n + 2m + 2>n-m liP 11 2

P(X)EHn n.

1~k~n-2k.

Proof The proof runs exactly as in Theorem 2.

Note added in proof If we consider the magnitudes

- II p") IIIfn m = min max
. Pl.. IEll" O","m n(n-I)···(n-s+ 1) 2

instead of (10) a similar procedure leads to the following:
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